
CHARACTER INFLUENCES FROM SETTING IN JANE

Setting in Jane Eyre acts as pathetic fallacy. That is, the weather and surroundings reflect Jane's and sometimes other
characters' emotional states. In Bronte's.

To what extent does your interpretation of Jane Eyre support this view? The setting is open and pure. Of
course, scandal is different today than it would have been two hundred years ago, too. What is the cause of
Jane's restlessness in Chapter 10? Though she dies early on in Jane's time at Lowood, Helen is perhaps the
fourth-most important character in the novel for her symbolic value. She blames Eliza for her failed plans to
marry Lord Edwin Vere and shows a similar lack of compassion during her mother's illness. On her deathbed,
Mrs. Yes, they dictate action, but they also influence character personality and development, motivations, and
worldview. Reed loved Jane more than any of his biological children, and she refuses to apologize for
mistreating her. I was obliged to yield; and I was shaken from head to foot with acute distress. Alice Wood.
However, her time at Moor House also presents Jane with a dilemma: How should she respond to St John's
suggestion that she accompany him to India as his wife? John cannot allow himself to marry her because of
their differing circumstances and his intention to become a missionary. For example, a woman in her
mid-sixties falls and fractures her wrist. As one of the novel's surrogate maternal figures for Jane, Miss
Temple demonstrates the lady-like demeanor and inner strength that Jane wishes to possess as an adult. John
and Mary A married couple who works at Thornfield and then cares for Mr. Lloyd The kindly apothecary who
suggests Jane attend school at Lowood after her traumatic experience in the red-room at Gateshead. This
temporary penury shows how relentlessly she seeks independence and refuses to settle for anything less than
the utmost respect. Charlotte Bronte, the author of Jane Eyre, was greatly influenced by the gothic movement.
Jane Eyre, in particular, falls into the tradition of the late eighteenth and nineteenth century gothic novels.
John because she understands she will have to forfeit her independence in the unions. What does it tell us
about her character? Rochester in an effort to consolidate the wealth of the two families. Reed does not appear
as a living character in the novel, Jane constantly feels the presence of his "ghost" during her childhood at
Gateshead. Jane never even goes to London, which would at least be a real English city. Reed Jane's aunt. The
challenging, unusual relationship that develops between Jane and Rochester eventually forces Jane to let her
guard down. The Gothic takes its roots from previous horrifying writing that extends back to the Middle Ages
and can still be found in writings today by many authors including Charlotte Bronte. Along with her sister,
Diana reveals the injustice of society's treatment of well-bred, intelligent women who are unmarried. Some
elements that are typically gothic include ancient prophecies, mystery and suspense, supernatural events,
dreams and visions, violence, and a gloomy and desolate setting. Bertha occasionally escapes from her prison
and wreaks havoc in the house; her last outburst involves setting fire to Thornfield and leaping to her own
death. She eventually becomes Mother Superior and leaves all of her money to the church. While Rochester is
described in terms of fire and flames, St. Notice the name, "Gateshead": this place is her "gateway" or
entrance to the rest of the world and the "head" or fount of all her problems. Distantly related to the
Rochesters, Mrs. He is eventually replaced as head of the school. Then Jane endures a temporary banishment
at Moor House and in the little town of Morton, where she discovers friends and relatives in unlikely places
and recharges herself. It is as if their most personal thoughts and ideas are reflected in their work, either
consciously or unconsciously.


